PDQ Oral Disease Diagnosis And Treatment
PDQ Oral Disease: Diagnosis and Treatment is designed to serve as a primary source for the identification of diseases and conditions of the mouth and jaws. Dentists and physicians can readily access a wide spectrum of entities with brief, essential text accompanying representative clinical photographs and radiographs. Oral mucosal diseases, salivary gland disorders, and odontogenic diseases are included as well as general medical conditions reflected or manifested in the mouth. A therapeutics section outlines practical treatment approaches to many oral diseases within the format of a prescribing formula to guide the clinician.
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**Customer Reviews**

This book is good as a quick chairside reference for dentists to consult when faced with an oral lesion. Many of the chapters are organized by clinical morphology making it easier for the clinician to develop a differential diagnosis list or even a working diagnosis. The caveat is of course that the amount of detail the book provides is rather limited, but ideally it can guide the clinician towards a more effective consultation with a detailed oral lesion text.
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